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1.0 Background
This document summarizes the process, evaluation, and results associated with the completion of Milestone 2 of the
second step (Milestone 2 of 5) of the Regional Rapid Transit (RRT) Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) study being conducted by the
Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority (TBARTA).

1.1 Project Description and Background
The concept for the BRT project was identified by the Regional Transit Feasibility Plan (RTFP), a two-year comprehensive
alternatives analysis. The RTFP assessed the feasibility of potential regional transit options in the urbanized area of the
greater Tampa Bay region. The plan identified a regional vision as well as implementable near-term regional projects most
likely to meet Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Capital Investment Grant (CIG) guidelines. Ultimately, the RTFP
recommended a freeway-based BRT concept as its preferred regional premium transit project. The project being studied
as part of this Project Development and Environment (PD&E) Study would serve three counties and six Tampa Bay
regional activity centers. It would be the first premium transit project connecting Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas. The
proposed 41-mile alignment, would provide frequent service to Tampa Bay’s population and transit corridors, connecting
Wesley Chapel, the University of
South Florida (USF) area, downtown
Tampa, Westshore, the Greater
Gateway area, and downtown St.
Petersburg. The study area and
corridor are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Regional Rapid Transit
Study Area and Corridor

Length of corridor:
· 41 miles

Counties served:
· Hillsborough
· Pasco
· Pinellas

Regional Activity Centers served:
· Downtown St. Petersburg
· Greater Gateway
· Westshore
· Downtown Tampa
· University of South Florida
· Wesley Chapel
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1.2 Study Timeline
The RRT evaluation plan is designed to comply with federal and state rules and regulations to seek entrance of the project
into the FTA CIG program as well as fully satisfying National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements and develop
project costs, if appropriate. The study consists of five key milestones, each focused on project alignment, station
location, and operating/service plans. The general timeline is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Regional Rapid Transit Study Timeline

This first milestone re-evaluated and addressed the community concerns identified during the RTFP, specifically regarding
the number of stations and the percent of the project within dedicated transit lanes to identify the options to carry
forward into design. The team conducted technical evaluations of the 21 station area options and recommended 13
stations move forward. The team also identified five alignment/running way options with a variety of dedicated lanes
assumptions to carry forward.

Tasks associated with the completion of Milestone Two are as follows:

· Develop design criteria and typical sections for five alternatives advanced from Milestone One
· Develop plan sets for five alternatives advanced from Milestone One
· Develop detailed planning cost estimates for five alternatives advanced from Milestone One
· Develop preliminary operating plans for five alternatives advanced from Milestone One
· Identify station concepts, amenities, and orchestral design options
· Analyze performance using FTA CIG project rating criteria for five alternatives advanced from Milestone One
· Garner TBARTA Board consensus on recommended alternative to advance to Milestone Three

1.3 Milestone Two Public Involvement and Coordination
In addition to the technical work completed as part of Milestone Two, the team also conducted public outreach to ensure
the community could review the progress, discuss the early results, and provide comments and concerns about the
recommendations. The following public outreach activities were facilitated during Milestone Two.

Note: Beginning March 16, 2020, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused state and local agencies to take
precautions regarding holding events and gatherings of larger than 10 people. In response, government agencies canceled
all in-person meetings and events. While the RRT Team completed a portion of the outreach activities prior to that date,
additional planned outreach activities were canceled and to the extent possible, converted to a virtual web-based platform.

1.3.1 In-Person Station Area Charrettes
Six in-person station area charrettes were held March 3-13, 2020. The interactive discussion and information collected
from the charrettes helped to identify priorities regarding the station type, general location, and amenities. The results of
the charrettes are discussed in Section 3.0. A full detailed summary of the charrettes is included in Appendix A.
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1.3.2 Virtual Station Area Charrette Survey
The virtual station area charrette survey was available June 10, 2020 - July 24, 2020. The survey was designed to replicate
the in-person charrettes, asking many of the same questions. The information collected from the survey helped to identify
priorities regarding the station type, general location, and amenities. The results of the charrettes are discussed in Section
3.0. The virtual station area charrette survey summary is included in Appendix A.

1.3.3 Executive Team Direction
The Executive Team is comprised of agency staff and directors from TBARTA, Florida Department of Transportation
(FDOT), Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority (HART), Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA), and Pasco County
Public Transportation (PCPT). The Executive Team continued to meet monthly to review the progress of Milestone Two
and provide valuable feedback to the technical evaluation. This group is described in the Public Involvement Plan.

1.3.4 Working Groups Direction
Two working groups have been involved to provide feedback and comments throughout Milestone Two.

The Business Partners Working Group, made up of representatives from the business community, met on June 10, 2020
to discuss the Station Area Charrettes and the alignment alternatives being considered. The group overwhelmingly agreed
that Alternatives 1, 3, and 5 (discussed below) should move forward to Milestone 3.

The Station Area Working Group met on June 11, 2020 to discuss the Station Area Charrettes and the alignment
alternatives being considered. Similar to the Business Partners Working Group, there was consensus surrounding the
advancement of Alternatives 1, 3, and 5. The group also discussed how each may contribute to mobility within each
respective county, providing a series of comments and input that has refined elements of said alternatives.

The working groups are discussed in more detail in the Public Involvement Plan. Summaries of the Working Group
meetings are provided in Appendix A.

1.3.5 FDOT TBNext Design Team Coordination
Critical to the success of the RRT concept is its inclusion within the larger FDOT Tampa Bay Next (TBNext) program.
Coordination between the projects would minimize disruption to the traveling public by constructing comprehensive
multimodal mobility solutions within the I-275 corridor concurrently with TBNext improvements. Inclusion within the
TBNext program also ensures RRT investments interact safely with all other roadway components, and has the
opportunity to leverage Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) capital investment that directly benefits premium
regional transit service.

As such, routine and productive coordination with the FDOT TBNext design team through regular meetings with key
personnel helped guide and inform TBNext and RRT design decisions. Meetings included FDOT senior leadership including
the District Secretary, FDOT department heads, TBNext General Engineering consulting staff, TBARTA staff, and RRT
design consultant staff.

Discussions during formal coordination meetings included project schedule updates, design analysis, and consensus on
key issues, such as inside vs. outside shoulder running, costs, right of way needs, online and/or offline station options.
Topic specific design workshops were held to address specific design issues such as construction phasing, as needed.
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2.0 Alignment Evaluation
Milestone One identified five design alternatives for the alignment related to the amount and placement of Freeway BRT
lanes along the corridor. Step Two evaluated the alignment alternatives to identify the three alternatives to move forward
into Step Three for environmental review. For background information about how the alignment alternatives were
identified, see the Step One Summary Report Technical Memorandum.

The comparison between alternatives evaluated the performance of different levels of premium transit investment.
Alternative 1 provides the basis for comparison with minimal investment in premium transit. Alternative 2 is the
recommended catalyst project identified by the RTFP. Alternative 3, builds upon Alternative 2, but tests the performance
of Freeway BRT investment to Pasco County; Alternative 4 tests performance of a Freeway BRT investment across the
Howard Frankland Bridge; and Alternative 5 tests Freeway BRT investment across the majority of the corridor.

2.1 Alignment Alternatives Evaluated
The five Build Alternatives are described below, along with the No Build Alternative, which all Build Alternatives will be
measured against to determine their benefits. Figures 3-8 show the No Build and alignment alternatives evaluated in
association with the completion of Milestone Two.

2.1.1 No Build Alternative
Due to the reliance on TBNext improvements for a successful and cost-effective project, the No Build Alternative includes
all improvements made to the corridor as part of TBNext, but without investment in station areas. At this time, the
runningway does not include dedicated transit lanes but accommodates bus-on-shoulder (BOS) operations. For more
information about how TBNext affects this project, see the Step One Summary Report Technical Memorandum.

2.1.2 Alternative 1 (TSMO)
The Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSMO) Alternative considers the No Build Alternative (all
improvements made to the corridor as part of the TBNext improvements only) as the base but includes minimal
investment in the stations along the route to evaluate a low-cost alternative for comparison purposes. No additional
investment would be made to the interstate alignment. The service for Alternative 1 would be express bus along the
entire corridor. This alternative provides a low-cost alternative and a point of comparison for Alternatives 2-5.

Figure 3: Milestone 1 No Build Alignment Alternative Figure 4: Milestone 1 Alignment Alternative 1: TSMO
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2.1.3 Alternative 2
This alternative includes operations in Freeway BRT lanes through the SR 54 interchange in Wesley Chapel, operations in
mixed traffic from SR 54 to SR 56, operations in Freeway BRT lanes through the SR 56 interchange, operations in mixed
traffic from SR 56 to Bearss Avenue, Freeway BRT lanes from Bearss Avenue to downtown Tampa, leaving the interstate
to connect into downtown Tampa, Freeway BRT lanes from downtown Tampa to Westshore, operations in the express
lanes across the Howard Frankland Bridge, and Freeway BRT lanes from the Greater Gateway area to downtown St.
Petersburg. In downtown St. Petersburg, the service would use the SunRunner (fka Central Avenue BRT) BAT lanes.

Figure 5: Milestone 1 Alignment Alternative 2

Freeway BRT

~20 miles

Express Lanes

~10 miles

Mixed Traffic

~9.5 miles

BAT Lanes

~1.5 miles
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2.1.4 Alternative 3
This alternative includes the assumptions in Alternative 2, but replaces operations in mixed traffic from SR 54 to Bearss
Avenue with Freeway BRT lanes.

Figure 6: Milestone 1 Alignment Alternative 3

Freeway BRT

~29 miles

Express Lanes

~10 miles

Mixed Traffic

~0.5 miles

BAT Lanes

~1.5 miles
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2.1.5 Alternative 4
This alternative includes the assumptions in Alternative 2, replacing operations in express lanes across the Howard
Frankland Bridge with Freeway BRT lanes.

Figure 7: Milestone 1 Alignment Alternative 4

Freeway BRT

~29 miles

Express Lanes

~1 mile

Mixed Traffic

~9.5 miles

BAT Lanes

~1.5 miles
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2.1.6 Alternative 5
This alternative assumes Freeway BRT lanes along nearly the entire alignment, with the exception of the Gateway area
and downtown Tampa.

Figure 8: Milestone 1 Alignment Alternative 5

Freeway BRT

~38 miles

Express Lanes

0 miles

Mixed Traffic

~1.5 miles

BAT Lanes

~1.5 miles
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2.2 Conceptual Design
In an effort to develop appropriate typical sections for each of the alternatives described above, the RRT team heavily
relied on readily available data from either the FDOT TBNext program, statewide resources, and information from local
municipalities.

2.2.1 Data and Methodology
The data points used as the basis for conceptual design include:

· Survey Information: Readily available survey data was collected from the FDOT TBNext design team which had already
collected information for the purposes of developing TBNext design concepts. This included information from each
relevant TBNext segment either in Pinellas County, the Howard Frankland Bridge (and approaches), the SR 60
interchange and Westshore to Tampa segment, the Downtown Tampa interchange, and the Tampa to Bearss
segment. For sections north of Bearss Avenue, Hillsborough and Pasco County Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
aerial data to estimate right of way. Additional development of Straight Line Diagrams supplemented and confirmed
data gaps.

· Traffic Data: Readily available traffic data was collected from FDOT 2020 General Service Volume Level of Service
(LOS) Tables, and FDOT 2019 Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) Database.

· Lane Configuration: FDOT database and aerial imagery was used to confirm existing lane configurations.
· Equivalent Single Axle Load (ESAL): FDOT ESALs were evaluated for the I-275 corridor in conjunction with TBNext

traffic data to evaluate Pavement Design for the RRT.

2.2.2 Design Criteria and Guidelines
The vast majority of the RRT premium transit service would operate along I-275 and is expected to take advantage of the
roadway investments planned by FDOT within the TBNext program. Because most of the RRT system will be on FDOT
facilities, design criteria was based on FDOT criteria or referenced information, unless a national resource was the
governing criteria. The criteria and guidelines used include:

· FDOT Exclusive Bus Way Design Criteria to establish key criteria such as minimum lane width, and shoulder widths
adjacent to bus lanes

· BOS Criteria including BOS Accommodation Requirements coordinated with FDOT Pilot project with PSTA (Pinellas
County) and FDOT District Traffic Operations and Express Bus in Tampa Bay Express Lanes Memorandum (Final Draft:
5/14/2015)

· FDOT Design Manual
· FDOT Standard Plans
· Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Greenbook - A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets
· FHWA Office of Operations - Use of Freeway Shoulders for Travel, specifically, Ch.7:

https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop15023/ch7.htm

2.2.3 Typical Sections
It is anticipated that the RRT concept would be integrated with portions of the larger TBNext modernization project.
Therefore typical sections were closely coordinated with each segment of the TBNext program to ensure compatibility. To
accomplish this, design workshops were held with each segment engineer and typical sections were developed based on
the design criteria outlined above and restrictions of the TBNext program itself.

While unique typical sections were developed for each portion of the corridor, they can be summarized as either outside
or shoulder running transit lanes or a median transit guideway.

https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop15023/ch7.htm
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Pinellas County Typical Section
The existing typical sections in Pinellas County were evaluated to consider median transit and outside shoulder running
operations. The median transit guideway is not viable nor compatible with future TBNext improvements. In addition,
FDOT, in partnership with PSTA, is launching a BOS Pilot Service. Therefore, the RRT conceptual design for this portion of
the corridor looks to build upon the BOS Pilot, but dedicates a lane for Freeway BRT service for long periods of the day,
not tied to general travel speeds, and with regular frequency. Lessons learned from the BOS pilot will be integrated into
the RRT concept. The recommended RRT typical section proposes expanded shoulders to accommodate 12-foot bus lanes
and 4-foot shoulders consistent with FDOT exclusive busway guidelines. Figure 9 shows the typical section assumed for
Pinellas County.

Figure 9: Recommended Typical Section for Pinellas County

Westshore to Downtown Tampa Typical Section
The existing typical sections between the Howard Frankland Bridge and the Downtown Tampa Interchange (TBNext
Sections 4 and 5) were evaluated to consider inside shoulder operations, outside shoulder operations, and median
operations in the designated I-275 median transit corridor. Based on the evaluation, the following decisions were made:

· Inside shoulder running is not compatible with the TBNext proposed express lanes without physical separation to
ensure safe operation for transit and motorists using the express lanes

· Outside shoulder running is not compatible with TBNext typical section and bus operations given the number of urban
interchanges and volume of entering and existing traffic

· A median transit guideway separated from the proposed express lanes fits within the potential phasing of TBNext
· A two-lane undivided roadway with minimum 4-foot shoulders was considered as the base runningway for the

median transit corridor
· The crown section was evaluated to ensure the segment could allow a future light rail corridor alignment,

including horizontal and vertical alignment
· Design concepts would minimize impacts to the proposed TBNext earthwork, barrier walls, MSE walls, and bridges
· Some critical sections through the Westshore interchange would require reduced lane widths and shoulder width

without impacting the mainline alignments
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Figure 10 shows the typical section assumed for Westshore to downtown Tampa.

Figure 10: Recommended Typical Section for Westshore to Downtown Tampa

Downtown Tampa to Bearss Avenue Typical Section
The proposed typical sections between the Downtown Tampa Interchange and Bearss Avenue were evaluated to consider
inside and outside shoulder running operations. Based on the evaluation, the following decisions were made:

· Both options are viable alternatives and can be accommodated on the planned TBNext Typical section without
additional roadway width

· Median operations provided better transit operations but would require major realignment for inline stations
· Inline stations would be difficult for riders to access
· Inline stations would not be easily accessible for use by existing local bus services

· Outside shoulders would require buses to cross through entrance/exit gores on the interstate but would require only
minor modifications to accommodate stations
· Outside shoulders provide easy access to stations adjacent to the interstate and provide the ability to exit the

interstate and make connections to offline stations
· Outside shoulders can be easily accessed by existing local bus services

· Based on requirements from FDOT Central Office, a 12-foot Emergency Shoulder Use lane must be maintained for
hurricane evacuation and emergency use, requiring a reduction in the bus lane width to a minimum of 11 feet
adjacent to a 4-foot shoulder for the exclusive bus lanes

· While the TBNext program can accommodate both inside and outside operations, the RRT team, as directed by
TBARTA staff, requested TBNext designers to proceed with the assumption that the outside shoulder option would
accommodate transit service, with allowances made for inside shoulder-running operations

Figure 11 shows the typical section assumed for downtown Tampa to Bearss Avenue.
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Figure 11: Recommended Typical Section for Downtown Tampa to Bearss Avenue

Bearss Avenue to Wesley Chapel Typical Section
No specific TBNext typical section was identified for this portion of the corridor as the RRT concept extends beyond the
TBNext improvements. However, this portion is included in the project alignment to provide regional connectivity to
Pasco County. For consistency, outside shoulder running operations is recommended, as a continuation of the previous
downtown Tampa to Bearss Avenue typical shown above. This would require a 4-foot widening and cross slope correction
to 4 percent of the existing shoulders in each direction.

2.2.4 Interchange Entrance and Exit or ‘Gore” Crossing Considerations
The ramps to enter and exit the interstate are described as the interchange gore. Gore crossings were evaluated to
provide a smooth, safe path for buses transitioning from short-distance mixed traffic operations in the entrance/exit
ramp, across the gore and into the shoulders, or conversely, from shoulders, traversing through the gore area and back
into the entrance/exit ramp or upstream shoulders. These allow the recommended Freeway BRT service to maintain a
shoulder-running operation while safely crossing interstate ramps, unless the vehicle is proposed to use a ramp to exit or
enter the interstate. The final design was presented to and coordinated with TBARTA, the RRT Executive Team, and the
TBNext coordination group. The approach to crossing the gore is a result of this coordination and cooperation. General
alignment considerations were based on the following:

· The RRT team referenced FHWA Office of Operations-Use of Freeway Shoulders for Travel, Specifically, Ch.7:
https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop15023/ch7.htm

· The RRT in cooperation with the TBNext program will need to maintain cross slopes consistent with travel lanes of 4%
or flatter

· The RRT team followed FDM standard for breakover at gore areas of no more than 5%
· FDOT Traffic Operations reserves the right to review and updated based on final design of BOS pilot program or safety

study of the Pilot program once implemented

https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop15023/ch7.htm
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Figure 12 shows a rendering of the proposed RRT transit service merging into mixed traffic from the Freeway BRT lane
upon reaching an exit ramp. The illustrative dashed red pavement markings represent mixed traffic operations and the
solid red pavement marking illustrates dedicated Freeway BRT operations. These pavement markings are for illustrative
purposes only and do not reflect final pavement design recommendations.

Figure 12: Recommended Gore Crossing Treatments – Entering the Gore

Figure 13 shows a rendering of the proposed RRT transit service transitioning from mixed traffic operations and entering
Freeway BRT operations after crossing the gore at the exit ramp. The illustrative dashed red pavement markings represent
mixed traffic operations and the solid red pavement marking illustrates dedicated Freeway BRT operations. These
pavement markings are for illustrative purposes only and do not reflect final pavement design recommendations.

Figure 13: Recommended Gore Crossing Treatments -Exiting the Gore

2.2.5 Open Alignment Environment
As directed by TBARTA staff and leadership, the RRT concept and investment in either BOS or Freeway BRT lanes would
benefit not only the RRT service, but all local and regional transit services as well. The recommendation is to allow all
appropriate transit services to use and operate within the runningway investments constructed for the RRT.
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2.3 Operating Plan
Typical travel patterns through the corridor show that people do not travel end to end, between downtown St. Petersburg
and Wesley Chapel. Instead, trips are made between destinations along the corridor, such as between the University of
South Florida (USF) area and Westshore or between downtown Tampa and downtown St. Petersburg. In an effort to best
serve the traveling public, a branch operating system was developed for the RRT, with multiple overlapping routes, each
designed to serve a specific travel market. This customized operating plan includes leaving the interstate and traveling
directly into the key neighborhoods to reduce the number of transfers and promote accessibility for all. Certain routes
would operate as express service, skipping stations along the corridor to reduce time lost to accessing neighborhoods
directly and promoting a quick and efficient trip for all riders. The branches would overlap, giving a higher level of service
in the more heavily traveled portions of the alignment.

The core travel markets include:
· St. Petersburg to Tampa
· Wesley Chapel to Tampa
· Bearss Avenue/USF area to Westshore

2.3.1 Operating Scenarios
A variety of branch route recommendations and frequencies were presented to TBARTA staff to define a preferred
recommendation. This preferred operating plan and each of the proposed branch operating routes are described below:

1. SR 54 to Downtown Tampa Express (provides an expanded service area around the SR 54 RRT station)
2. SR 54 to Downtown Tampa Express (provides an expanded service area around the SR 56 RRT station)
3. Bearss Avenue/USF area to Westshore/Tampa International Airport (TIA)
4. Downtown Tampa/TIA to Downtown St. Petersburg (Express)
5. Gateway Intermodal Center (IMC) to Downtown St. Petersburg

The span of service for the RRT is assumed to be 6:00 AM - 12:00 AM, a total of 18 hours per day. In addition, the
operating characteristics assumed for each branch route is described in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 14.

Table 1: Operating Characteristics

Route Frequency

Wesley Chapel to Downtown Tampa (SR 54 Focus) 10 minutes peak + mid-day
15 minutes other

Wesley Chapel to Downtown Tampa (SR 56 Focus) 10 minutes peak + mid-day
15 minutes other

Bearss Avenue to Westshore and TIA 10 minutes all day

Downtown St. Petersburg to Downtown Tampa and TIA 10 minutes peak + mid-day
15 minutes other

Downtown St. Petersburg to the Gateway Area 10 minutes all day
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Figure 14: Recommended Branched Operating Plan
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2.3.2 Transit Travel Speed Assumptions
Each alterative includes a combination of runningway types as shown above. The respective runningway types impact the
estimated time it will take to travel along the alignment. The runningway types are as follows:

· Freeway BRT. This alignment type includes a dedicated lane for BRT that occurs within the interstate footprint that
provides BRT service all day with no speed limitations.

· Florida Bus-on-shoulder. This term defines service in which transit vehicles use the shoulder of the interstate when
traffic speeds are below 35 mph. This includes improved shoulders and is tied to the speed of the general traffic on
the interstate. Note, this alignment type is not eligible for FTA CIG fixed guideway funding.

· Dedicated BRT. This alignment type operates independent of general traffic in its own dedicated space, not within the
shoulder of the interstate.

· Express lane. These lanes have fewer entry/exit points, allowing vehicles to travel farther distances with fewer other
vehicles. Typically, this results in faster travel times than general purpose travel lanes. These lanes can be limited for
access by vehicles paying tolls or with a minimum number of occupants.

· Mixed traffic. This term is used to define buses traveling in general travel lanes with other vehicles.
· Business Access Transit (BAT) lane. This alignment type allows auto users to enter the transit lane for a short distance

to access other streets and business entrances. For this project, this alignment type is limited to the SunRunner (fka
Central Avenue BRT) corridor in downtown St. Petersburg between I-275 and 4th Street.

· Arterial. This term is used for the facilities used to travel to off-freeway station locations.

For each scenario, the RRT route was split into segments where runningway changes occur for each alternative and where
transit is assumed to operate off-freeway on arterials. The length for each segment was calculated so that the speed
assumptions could be applied to each segment based on the specific runningway type. The five segments of I-275 are:

· Segment 1—Downtown St. Petersburg to Roosevelt Boulevard
· Segment 2—Roosevelt Boulevard to Westshore Boulevard
· Segment 3—Westshore Boulevard to Downtown Tampa/I-4
· Segment 4—Downtown Tampa/I-4 to Fowler Avenue
· Segment 5—Fowler Avenue to I-275/I-75 interchange

The assumptions and inputs used to develop the operations model for estimating travel time, hours of service, and the
resulting operating and maintenance costs are as follows:

· An acceleration and deceleration rate of 1.75 (mph/s) was used for the transit vehicle to calculate the required travel
time and distance.

· A dwell time of approximately 20 seconds was assumed for each station.
· Transit Signal Priority (TSP) was generally assumed at all existing signalized intersections for through and left-turn

movements or in locations that did not have a signal present but would be required for the bus to safely make a
through or left-turn movement. TSP was not applied in locations where the route makes a right turn on an extended
right turn lane as delay is assumed to be minimal. The assumed time savings for TSP is 5 seconds per intersection.

· General purpose traffic speeds by time of day (AM, PM, midday, and evening) were obtained from the Tampa Bay
Regional Planning Model (TBRPM) v9 and used to derive the runningway speeds where applicable.

· Speed assumptions by runningway type include:
· Freeway BRT. Freeway BRT operates no more than 20 mph over the general traffic speed for the interstate

segment up to the respective speed limit.
· Florida Bus-on-shoulder. Per Implementing Bus on Shoulder in Florida: Statewide Guidance, FDOT 2017, a bus may

travel up to 15 mph faster than general traffic, maximum of 35 mph. If general traffic speeds for the interstate
segment exceed 35 mph, the bus then operates in the general traffic lanes rather than the BOS lane.

· Dedicated BRT. Dedicated BRT operates independent of general traffic at the posted speed limit.
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· Express lanes. Per the Tampa Bay Express Planning Level Traffic and Revenue Study (February 2017), the policy for
toll sensitivity is to maintain 45 mph in express lanes.

· Mixed traffic. Current TBRPM data were used to determine the average travel speeds by time of day and by
segment. TBRPM data were analyzed for 2015 (base year) and 2045 (horizon year) and interpolated to 2020 to
reflect existing year of the RRT operations.

· BAT lane. Variable speeds by time of day (SunRunner Operating Plan and Operating and Maintenance Cost Memo,
September 6, 2017).

· The running time calculations account for additional or reduced travel time when the bus transitions from one
runningway type to another not at a station (e.g., the bus accelerates to leave a mixed-traffic and enter an express
lane segment or decelerates to leave a Freeway BRT segment and enter a mixed-traffic segment on I-275).

· A 10% layover assumption was included in the running time calculations.
· The express lanes to/from the Gateway Intermodal Center location was conservatively assumed to be mixed with

general traffic in the express lanes, and not exclusive for the buses.
· For operating costs and vehicle requirements, it was assumed that the service would operate 365 days per year.
· An operating cost of $99/hour was assumed based on the operating costs calculated for the SunRunner (fka Central

Avenue BRT) project per the O&M memo. This cost also is consistent with the mid-point between HART’s fully
allocated and marginal hourly arterial BRT operating costs assumed in the ongoing Florida Avenue BRT Study.

Once the travel speeds were determined for each alternative, they were input into Remix. Remix is a web-based transit
planning software used for evaluating transit routes and schedules as well as determining fleet requirements and revenue
hours. The resulting output is a set of General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) files, which is the standard format for
public transportation schedules. Subsequently, the GTFS files were used as inputs for estimating ridership in the travel
demand forecasting model. Furthermore, the revenue hours estimated in Remix were used to determine O&M costs for
each alternative.

2.4 Ridership Forecasting
RRT ridership estimation and results were prepared using FTA’s Simplified-Trips-on-Project Software (STOPS) version 2.5.
The STOPS modeling area comprises Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas Counties. Specifically, it covers the service areas for
HART, PCPT, and PSTA. For modeling calibration and analysis purposes, the modeling area was divided into districts based
on regional travel characteristics and calibrated to 2020 ridership.

Using the socioeconomic data from the TBRPM v9.0, the 2020 population and employment data was derived by
interpolating between the 2015 and 2045 socioeconomic datasets. Travel demand from journey-to-work (JTW) data was
estimated based on 2010 American Community Survey data. Additional inputs to the STOPS model included:

· Automated Passenger Counter ridership data from 2019
· The existing HART, PCPT, and PSTA transit networks in GTFS format
· Zone to zone highway travel times and distances from TBRPM 9.0
· HART and PSTA Transit On-Board Survey data.

Additional assumptions and model settings were assumed as follows:

· The Census Transportation Planning Package Calibration Approach was set to default of “00 - (none selected)” for all
alternatives

· For all the alternatives, the group calibration was set to OD Matrix Adjusted (Route&Stop)
· The default transfer penalty of 5 minutes was applied to all routes
· For all RRT stations, an extra impedance of 10 minutes was applied
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Once the model inputs were assembled, the model was calibrated/validated through an iterative process to replicate
ridership for the existing year. At a system-wide level, the model performed reasonably well in replicating existing
conditions in terms of the following:

· Boardings by route
· Transfer rates
· Trips by purpose
· Market segmentation
· Access mode

After calibration, the model was used to forecast ridership for the study alternatives. The No Build scenario is assumed to
be the same as the existing conditions (2020).

For the Build scenarios, the RRT GTFS files were added reflecting their associated operating characteristics and station
locations. For all alternatives, it was assumed that the services would operate at 10-minute frequencies all day. A key
setting in STOPS is the visibility factor, which gives weight to a project’s premium “rail-like potential“, therefore making it
more attractive to potential riders. The range of this value is 0.0 to 1.0. The VF directly impacts the number of riders
expected, with higher visibility factor values producing higher ridership and lower visibility factor values producing lower
ridership. The FTA expects the visibility factor will relate to the project’s operating and service characteristics. BRT
alternatives generally have values between 0.1 and 0.5.

The STOPS model was run for each alternative to estimate the following evaluation metrics: daily ridership, new transit
trips, and annual vehicles miles traveled (VMT) reduction. The estimated annual VMT reduction was used in conjunction
with FTA New Starts guidance for estimating Environmental Benefits to determine the annual reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions.

During Milestone Two, preferred station locations had yet to be defined. As a result, forecasted daily ridership projections
were presented as range. This range was developed by assuming a scenario which included all stations being located off
the interstate and another scenario with stations located in-line or immediately adjacent to the interstate. The forecast
results for Milestone Two are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Milestone Two Ridership Forecasting Results

Station Placement Scenario Alternative FTA STOPS
Visibility Factor

2020 Weekday
Ridership

2020 New
Transit Trips

RRT forecasted daily ridership estimates that
assume all stations are located off of the

interstate

1 0.0 3,650 1,100
2 0.3 5,500 2,550
3 0.4 6,300 3,100
4 0.3 5,650 2,650
5 0.5 7,250 3,800

RRT forecasted daily ridership estimates that
assume all stations are located in-line or
immediately adjacent to the interstate

1 0.0 3,950 1,250
2 0.3 5,800 2,800
3 0.4 6,650 3,350
4 0.3 5,950 2,900
5 0.5 7,600 4,100

2.5 Evaluation Results
Based upon established performance metrics, the following five alternatives were evaluated and compared by the RRT’s
ability to best serve the Tampa Bay region:
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· Travel Time Savings
· Forecasted Daily Ridership
· Annual Reduction in Vehicle Miles Traveled
· Annual Reduction in Greenhouse Gases
· Detailed Planning-level Capital Cost Estimates

2.5.1 Travel Time Savings
Travel time estimates were developed for each alternative using the runningway assumptions described above. Once the
unique travel times were estimated, they were compared against the baseline (Alternative 1: TSMO) to evaluate the
impacts of premium transit investments on the speed of service provided. Based on the results, Alternative 5 is shown to
provide the greatest benefit in travel time; whereas, Alternative 2 showed least ability to impact travel time. The results
show that travel time benefits are strongly correlated with the amount of dedicated freeway BRT runningway provided.

Figure 15 shows the travel time savings. The travel markets are shown separately, with the downtown St. Petersburg to
downtown Tampa travel market shown in dark blue and the Wesley Chapel to downtown Tampa travel market shown in
light blue. Some of the variations of the travel times are due to the branch operating system where some routes would
travel farther off the interstate to make good connections to local transit and the neighborhoods. The greatest range in
travel times is in the Wesley Chapel to downtown Tampa route due to the number of stations that would deviate from I-
275, specifically in the Wesley Chapel and USF areas.

Figure 15: Projected Travel Time Savings by Alternative

2.5.2 Forecasted Daily Ridership
Using the STOPS model described above, each alternative was coded into the model and subsequently run to produce
existing year (2020) ridership estimates. Ridership performance was primarily driven by two factors: travel time and
visibility factor. Alternatives with a greater percentage of dedicated freeway BRT runningway had faster travel times and a
higher visibility factor assumption. As a result, Alternative 5 showed the greatest ridership potential with up to 7,600
passengers per day. Conversely, Alternative 1 showed the lowest ridership potential with a maximum ridership of 4,000
passengers per day. Alternative 3 compared favorably to Alternative 5 as it would attract the second highest number of
daily riders ranging from 6,300 to 6,700 while Alternatives 2 and 4 were virtually indistinguishable. Figure 16 shows the
projected daily ridership. The total daily riders are shown in dark blue and daily new riders are shown in light blue.
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Figure 16: Projected Daily Ridership by Alternative

2.5.3 Vehicle Miles Traveled
The VMT reduction represents the incremental change (No Build vs. Build) in vehicle miles of travel as a result of the
project. VMT reduction is derived from the STOPS model output and is tied to an alternative’s ability to attract new riders
to the transit system and away from the automobile mode of travel. Based on the results, Alternative 5 shows the
greatest ability to reduce VMT when compared to Alternative 1, which represents the least amount of VMT reduction.
Similar to the ridership results, Alternative 3 compares favorably to Alternative 5 in that it reduces the second highest
amount of VMT while Alternatives 2 and 4 results were nearly identical. Figure 17 shows the projected VMT savings.

Figure 17: Projected Annual Reduction in Vehicle Miles Traveled by Alternative
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2.5.4 Emissions
The annual reduction in greenhouse gas emissions is a function of the reduction in VMT. The amount of greenhouse gas
reduction is determined by applying a standard factor to the annual reduction in VMT. Standard factors for each emission
type are provided by the Final Interim Policy Guidance FTA CIG Program, 2016. Given that greenhouse gas reduction is
tied to VMT reduction, Alternative 5 also demonstrates the greatest environmental benefit. Figure 18 shows the projected
reduction in Greenhouse Gas emissions.

Figure 18: Projected Annual Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Alternative

2.6 Capital Costs
For this analysis, a capital cost model was developed based on each alternative’s capital and operating characteristics.
Capital costs were based on engineering data from typical sections developed during preliminary design efforts as well as
technical screenings to identify quantities for estimation purposes. In addition, unit costs were developed using a
combination of historical cost data from transit projects around the country. Specifically, a majority of the transit related
unit costs were obtained from the following BRT projects:

· Wake BRT, New Bern Avenue, Raleigh, NC
· Euclid Avenue Healthline BRT, Cleveland, OH
· SunRunner BRT, St. Petersburg, FL

In addition, the unit costs primarily associated with the roadway elements were obtained from the FDOT Long Range
Estimates Cost per Mile Model. All unit costs were inflated to reflect the current year, 2020 as necessary. In line with
FTA’s Standard Cost Categories (SCC), the capital cost estimates apply the unit costs to the quantities for each line item.
Where work items could not be estimated using quantitative data, items or cost categories were calculated as a
percentage, ranging from 5 percent to 10 percent of the base amount.

Capital cost estimates for the selected alternatives were formulated using FTA’s SCC worksheet. The evaluation and
analysis of the alternatives consisted of identifying station locations and developing the transit operating plan. In addition,
the infrastructure elements needed to prepare the capital cost estimates, such as systems and fleet vehicle requirements
were identified. The transit service will primarily use the infrastructure elements provided by the companion TBNext
roadway project, which is assumed to absorb a majority of runningway costs. All costs are provided in present-day dollars
(2020). The following assumptions were made for estimating the capital costs:
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· 20 - Stations
· Unit costs are based on estimated construction costs for station prototypes by typology
· Parking estimates are based on forecasted boardings by station and TCRP Report 153 guidelines (for more

information about how the parking spaces were estimated, please see Appendix B)

· 30 - Support Facilities
· Maintenance facility costs are based on a per vehicle unit cost (Cleveland-Euclid BRT, 2020 base year)

· 40 - Sitework & Special Conditions
· Environmental mitigation including wetlands, cultural assets protection, etc.
· Structures including bridge construction and widening
· Roadway construction including shoulder, barriers and retaining walls
· Red lane treatment and pavement markings
· Temporary facilities

· 50 - Systems
· Communication line lengths correspond to the length of the proposed route
· There is one fare collection unit per station
· Existing signal modifications include TSP, traffic controller assembly, vehicle detection (video), and BRT

signalization

· 60 - Right of Way
· Right of way cost estimates were calculated as a percentage of station, parking and maintenance facility costs

· 70 - Vehicles
· This includes all revenue and non-revenue vehicles
· Unit cost development is based on historical data from recent transit projects
· The BRT service assumes a vehicle requirement of 35 standard hybrid buses
· Supporting bus service that will be provided by HART, PSTA, and PCT is not included in the cost estimate

· 80 - Professional Services
· Costs are calculated as a percentage of the base amount totals for vehicles, systems, and stations/roadway items
· Per FTA, the sub-categories and associated percent multipliers listed in Table 3 include costs for all professional,

technical, and management services associated with the design and construction of the project.

Table 3: Cost Category

Professional Service Cost per Unit

Project Development 8 percent of base amount total*

Engineering 8 percent of base amount total*

Project Management for Design and Construction 2 percent of base amount total*

Construction Administration & Management 5 percent of base amount total*

Insurance 3 percent of base amount total*

Legal/Permits/Review Fees by other agencies, cities, etc. 1 percent of base amount total*

Surveys, Testing, Investigation, Inspection 2 percent of base amount total*

Agency Force Account Work 1 percent of base amount total*

*Base amounts are the sum of the subtotal costs for vehicles, systems, stations and roadway items
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2.6.1 Allocated and Unallocated Contingencies
The allocated contingency and unallocated contingency allow for unknown or uncertain project costs inherent at this
planning stage of project development. In other words, these items are considered compensation for unknowns or
changes in project scope and schedule. A 10 percent unallocated contingency and up to 40 percent for allocated
contingencies is assumed. Figure 19 shows the estimated capital costs by alternative.

Figure 19: Planning Level Cost Estimates by Alternative
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3.0 Station Evaluation
The station evaluation for this step was focused on the elements that make up the stations. The detailed analysis of the
station areas to determine the potential parcels and definitive locations will occur primarily during Step Three through a
station parcel evaluation and subsequent environmental review of the parcels. The following lists the 13 stations that
were carried forward. This milestone focused on the six stations in bold:

· SR 54 (Pasco County)
· SR 56 (Pasco County) – intermodal center to be completed under separate study
· Bearss Avenue (Hillsborough County)
· Fowler Avenue/USF Area (Hillsborough County) – intermodal center to be completed under separate study
· Waters Avenue/Bird Street (Hillsborough County)
· Tampa/Seminole Heights (Hillsborough County)
· Downtown Tampa (Hillsborough County) – intermodal center to be completed under separate study
· Himes Avenue (Hillsborough County)
· Westshore (Hillsborough County) – intermodal center to be completed under separate study
· Gateway/Carillon (Pinellas County) – intermodal center to be completed under separate study
· 62nd Avenue (Pinellas County)
· 15th Street/Tropicana Field (Pinellas County) – to be co-located with SunRunner (fka Central Avenue BRT) stations
· 4th Street (Pinellas County) – to be co-located with SunRunner (fka Central Avenue BRT) stations

Six in-person interactive station area charrettes, coupled with a virtual charrette survey were the basis for developing a
standard station concept prototype that will be completed over the next several months and used in Milestone 3. The six
station areas used for this public engagement effort are shown in Figure 20. For a complete summary of the station area
charrettes and virtual charrette survey, refer to Appendix A. The remaining seven stations will continue into Milestone 3,
with the decisions on the station locations decided separately, as noted above.

In-Person Charrettes
The following six in-person charrettes were held between March 3rd and March 13th. Each charrette focused on one
station along the study corridor. Locations were chosen to put the participants in the vicinity of the planned station.

· SR 54: 17 participants | March 11, 2020 | 1:00PM | Hampton Inn & Suites | 3740 Cypress Ridge Blvd, Wesley Chapel
· Bearss Avenue: 13 participants | March 3, 2020 | 1:00PM | Vista Inn & Suites | 400 E Bearss Ave, Tampa
· Waters Avenue/Bird Street: 7 participants | March 12, 2020 | 1:00PM | CareerSource | 9215 N Florida Ave, Tampa
· Heights: 13 participants | March 10, 2020 | 9:00AM | Seminole Heights Garden Center | 5800 N Central Ave, Tampa
· Himes Avenue: 27 participants | March 5, 2020 | 1:00PM | Hillsborough Community College | 4001 W Tampa Bay

Blvd, Tampa
· 62nd Avenue: 27 participants | March 13th,2020 | 9:00AM | Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council | 4000 Gateway

Centre Blvd, St. Petersburg

Virtual Charrette Survey
The virtual charrette survey was available June 10th through July 24th. The survey was designed to replicate the in-person
charrettes and covered the same six stations. The survey was made available through the RRT website and was open to
the public. Participants were invited to choose the station or stations they were most familiar with or envisioned using the
future. In total, 207 surveys were submitted (more than 50 percent complete), with the following breakdown per station:

· SR 54: 76 participants
· Bearss Avenue: 18 participants
· Waters Avenue/Bird Street: 7 participants

· Heights: 32 participants
· Himes Avenue: 23 participants
· 62nd Avenue North: 27 participants
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Figure 20: Stations Included in Charrettes and Survey
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3.1 SR 54
Figure 21 shows the SR 54 station area discussed in the in-person charrettes and virtual charette survey.

Figure 21: SR 54 Station Area

In-Person Charette
The SR 54 charrette was held Wednesday, March 11, 2020 at the Hampton Inn & Suites. The SR 54 charrette had 17 total
participants at 3 tables, representing:

· North Tampa Bay Chamber of Commerce
· Pasco County Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
· Pasco Economic Development Council
· Pasco Hernando Community College
· Pasco MPO Citizens Advisory Committee
· Pasco County Planning Department
· Pasco County Public Transportation
· REAL Building Consultants
· Wiregrass Ranch
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Charrette participants first discussed the neighborhood typology surrounding the station. The typology chosen was
Suburban Neighborhood. Participants then discussed the best quadrant within the 1-mile station area buffer to place a
neighborhood station. The station location for this station was clearly identified for the area near the Grove retail and
residential development in the northwest quadrant. The area will see new multi-family residential and continued
transformation of the retail development.

Virtual Charrette Survey
The SR 54 survey had a total of 76 respondents who completed at least 50 percent of the survey. Survey respondents
were first asked which neighborhood typology was best for the station area. For the SR 54 station, the most chosen was
Suburban Neighborhood. The following shows the breakdown of the typologies chosen:

Neighborhood Typology Total Times Chosen

Urban Center 2

Mixed-Use Business Center 21

Institutional Center 1

Urban Neighborhood 15

Suburban Neighborhood 36

No Typology Chosen 1

For the SR 54 station, the northwest quadrant received the highest number of 5 star votes due to the present and
planned development, and the proximity to the Grove. It has the opportunity for a public-private partnership and would
likely draw visitors to the area. However, congestion in the quadrant may present a challenge. The southeast quadrant
also received a high number of 5-star votes, with existing commercial development and proximity to Bruce B Downs
Boulevard as key strengths. The southwest and northeast quadrants received the highest number of 1 and 2 star votes
due to the lack of development and connections within the quadrants. However, the northeast quadrant does have space
for a park-and-ride lot. The ratings for each quadrant are as follows (yellow highlight shows most selected quadrant, blue
outline shows the preferred quadrant based on technical analysis and public comment):

Northwest Quadrant
★ 6
★★ 11
★★★ 8
★★★★ 11
★★★★★ 23
Did not answer 17

Northeast Quadrant
★ 13
★★ 11
★★★ 16
★★★★ 11
★★★★★ 8
Did not answer 17

Southwest Quadrant
★ 13
★★ 16
★★★ 9
★★★★ 12
★★★★★ 11
Did not answer 15

Southeast Quadrant
★ 11
★★ 9
★★★ 14
★★★★ 12
★★★★★ 16
Did not answer 14
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3.2 Bearss Avenue
Figure 22 shows the Bearss Avenue station area discussed in the in-person charrettes and virtual charette survey.

Figure 22: Bearss Avenue Station Area

In-Person Charrette
The Bearss Avenue charrette was held Tuesday, March 3, 2020 at the Vista Inn & Suites. The following outlines the
discussion and results of the charrette. The Bearss Avenue charrette had 13 total participants at 3 tables, representing:

· City of Temple Terrace
· CUTR
· FDOT
· Hillsborough MPO
· Metzger + Willard, Inc
· Tampa Innovation Partnership
· TBARTA Board
· Temple Terrace Chamber of Commerce
· University Area CDC
· HART
· Stearns Weaver
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Charrette participants first discussed the neighborhood typology surrounding the station. The typology chosen was Urban
Neighborhood. Charrette participants then discussed the best quadrant within the 1-mile station area buffer to place a
neighborhood station. The station location for Bearss Avenue was not a clear-cut decision during this charrette. However,
southwest quadrant was ruled out. Northwest quadrant has easy access to the interstate and a park-and-ride opportunity.
In addition, it would likely draw more riders from the north and west of the station, however the SR 56 station could
provide access to Wesley Chapel and northern New Tampa residents. Northeast quadrant has redevelopment potential at
the driving range and would provide access to workers for Walmart and Wawa, as well as the residents to the east.
Southeast quadrant has high redevelopment potential at the CarMax and provides connections to USF.

Virtual Charrette Survey
The Bearss Avenue survey had a total of 18 respondents who completed at least 50 percent of the survey. Survey
respondents were first asked which neighborhood typology was best for the station area. For the Bearss Avenue station,
the most chosen was Suburban Neighborhood. However, Mixed Use Business Center was also highly chosen. The
following shows the breakdown of the typologies chosen:

Neighborhood Typology Total Times Chosen

Urban Center 2

Mixed-Use Business Center 21

Institutional Center 1

Urban Neighborhood 15

Suburban Neighborhood 36

No Typology Chosen 1

For the Bearss Avenue station, the northwest and northeast quadrants received the highest number of 4- and 5-star
votes. The northwest quadrant was ruled out due to the wetlands, and congested roadways. The southeast quadrant has
easy access for entrance in multiple directions, connection to 20x without crossing the road and residential and business,
however the high traffic was a deterrent. The southeast quadrant is closer for connections to other public transit and near
Nebraska but doesn’t allow for pedestrian development or parking. The northeast quadrant was selected as the ideal
quadrant due to the easy access, less thru traffic, proximity to Nebraska Avenue and the repurposed land at Gulf Grove.
The ratings for each quadrant are as follows (yellow highlight shows most selected quadrant, blue outline shows the
preferred quadrant based on technical analysis and public comment):

Northwest Quadrant
★ 3
★★ 2
★★★ 2
★★★★ 3
★★★★★ 6
Did not answer 2

Northeast Quadrant
★ 0
★★ 3
★★★ 4
★★★★ 6
★★★★★ 3
Did not answer 2

Southwest Quadrant
★ 2
★★ 0
★★★ 5
★★★★ 4
★★★★★ 3
Did not answer 4

Southeast Quadrant
★ 1
★★ 3
★★★ 7
★★★★ 0
★★★★★ 4
Did not answer 3
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3.3 Waters Avenue/Bird Street
Figure 23 shows the Waters Avenue/Bird Street station area discussed in the in-person charrettes and virtual charette
survey.

Figure 23: Waters Avenue/Bird Street Station Area

In-Person Charrette
The Waters Avenue/Bird Street charrette was held Thursday, March 11, 2020 at CareerSource. The Waters Avenue/Bird
Street charrette had 7 total participants at 1 table, representing:

· City of Tampa
· Hillsborough Planning Commission
· Stearns Weaver
· Tampa Downtown Partnership

Charrette participants first discussed the neighborhood typology surrounding the station. The typology chosen was Urban
Neighborhood. Charrette participants then discussed the best quadrant within the 1-mile station area buffer to place the
station. The preferred station location was not agreed upon for the Waters Avenue/Bird Street station. Much of the
conversation focused on the northwest quadrant due to the Yukon Transfer Center as it is owned by FDOT and currently
used as a HART transfer center. The northwest quadrant would also provide connectivity to the social services along
Busch Boulevard. The northeast quadrant would provide connectivity to the community center in the neighborhood. The
southwest and southeast quadrants are considered to have high potential for redevelopment, which would likely include
transit oriented development (TOD). The northwest and southwest quadrants would provide connectivity to the future
Florida Avenue BRT, currently under study.
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Virtual Charrette Survey
The Waters Avenue/Bird Street survey had a total of 6 respondents who completed at least 50 percent of the survey.
Survey respondents were first asked which neighborhood typology was best for the station area. For the Waters Avenue/
Bird Street station, the top selections included the following: Mixed Use Business Center, Suburban Neighborhood and
Urban Neighborhood. The following shows the breakdown of the typologies chosen:

Neighborhood Typology Total Times Chosen

Urban Center 3

Mixed-Use Business Center 4

Institutional Center 1

Urban Neighborhood 4

Suburban Neighborhood 4

No Typology Chosen 2

For the Waters Avenue/Bird Street station, the southwest and southeast quadrants received more 4- and 5-star votes
than the others. These quadrants have high potential for redevelopment, with large underutilized parcels. The southwest
quadrant would provide a connection to premium transit being considered along Florida Avenue. The ratings for each
quadrant are as follows (blue outline shows the preferred quadrants based on technical analysis and public comment):

Northwest Quadrant
★ 1
★★ 0
★★★ 1
★★★★ 1
★★★★★ 1
Did not answer 2

Northeast Quadrant
★ 1
★★ 2
★★★ 0
★★★★ 1
★★★★★ 1
Did not answer 1

Southwest Quadrant
★ 0
★★ 0
★★★ 1
★★★★ 3
★★★★★ 1
Did not answer 0

Southeast Quadrant
★ 1
★★ 0
★★★ 0
★★★★ 2
★★★★★ 2
Did not answer 1

Note: due to the low number of responses, no star rating was explicitly identified as the highest.
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3.4 Heights
Figure 24 shows the Heights station area discussed in the in-person charrettes and virtual charette survey.

Figure 24: Heights Station Area

In-Person Charrette
The Heights charrette was held Tuesday, March 10, 2020 at the Seminole Heights Garden Center. The Heights charrette
had 13 total participants at 2 tables, representing:

· City of Tampa
· Crisis Center of Tampa Bay
· Greater Tampa Realtors
· HART
· Hillsborough County Urban League
· Hillsborough Planning Commission
· Old Seminole Heights
· Strategic Property Partners Real Estate
· Sunshine Citizens
· Tampa Bay Economic Development Council
· Tampa Downtown Partnership
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Charrette participants first discussed the neighborhood typology surrounding the station. The typology chosen was Urban
Neighborhood. Charrette participants then discussed the best quadrant within the 1-mile station area buffer to place the
station. The preferred station location for the Heights area was the southwest quadrant. If the station were to be in the
neighborhood, all participants agreed that west of the interstate would be best. However, due to the shape of the station
area and discussion preceding this one, the cross-street would be most appropriate at Dr Martin Luther King, Jr Boulevard
or Lake Avenue.

Virtual Charrette Survey
The Heights station survey had a total of 32 respondents who completed at least 50 percent of the survey. Survey
respondents were first asked which neighborhood typology was best for the station area. For the Heights station, the
most chosen was Urban Neighborhood. The following shows the breakdown of the typologies chosen:

Neighborhood Typology Total Times Chosen

Urban Center 3

Mixed-Use Business Center 5

Institutional Center 1

Urban Neighborhood 20

Suburban Neighborhood 3

No Typology Chosen 0

For the Heights station, the northwest and southwest quadrants received the highest number of 4- and 5-star votes. Both
were selected due to their proximity to the future arterial bus rapid transit service being planned along Florida Avenue, as
well as proximity to the library, farmers market at the high school, and new development occurring along Florida Avenue.
The northeast and southeast quadrants were not selected due to safety and lack of connectivity. The ratings for each
quadrant are as follows (yellow highlight shows most selected quadrant, blue outline shows the preferred quadrant based
on technical analysis and public comment):

Northwest Quadrant
★ 4
★★ 2
★★★ 7
★★★★ 4
★★★★★ 9
Did not answer 6

Northeast Quadrant
★ 6
★★ 6
★★★ 5
★★★★ 3
★★★★★ 5
Did not answer 7

Southwest Quadrant
★ 4
★★ 1
★★★ 3
★★★★ 3
★★★★★ 9
Did not answer 9

Southeast Quadrant
★ 4
★★ 1
★★★ 8
★★★★ 3
★★★★★ 6
Did not answer 10
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3.5 Himes Avenue
Figure 25 shows the Himes Avenue station area discussed in the in-person charrettes and virtual charette survey.

Figure 25: Himes Avenue Station Area

In-Person Charrette
The Himes Avenue charrette was held Thursday, March 5, 2020 at Hillsborough Community College. The following
outlines the discussion and results of the charrette. The Himes Avenue charrette had 27 total participants at 6 tables,
representing:

· Bromley Companies
· FDOT
· GTR Governmental Affairs
· HART
· Hillsborough Community College (students/faculty)
· Hillsborough Planning Commission
· Real Building Consultants
· South Tampa Chamber of Commerce
· Stearns Weaver
· Tampa Bay Partnership
· University Area Community Development Corporation
· Visit Tampa Bay
· Westshore Alliance
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Charrette participants first discussed the neighborhood typology surrounding the station. The typology chosen was Urban
Neighborhood. Charrette participants then discussed the best quadrant within the 1-mile station area buffer to place a
neighborhood station. The station quadrant was not clearly identified; however, the northwest and southwest quadrants
were chosen most due to their proximity to retail and new Midtown development. In the northwest quadrant, the most
promising choice was to incorporate into the Walmart parking lot. In the southeast quadrant, the Midtown development
offers opportunities to partner in regards to building the station and providing parking to the riders.

Virtual Charrette Results
The Himes Avenue survey had a total of 23 respondents who completed at least 50 percent of the survey. Survey
respondents were first asked which neighborhood typology was best for the station area. For the Himes Avenue station,
the most chosen was Mixed-Use Business Center. The following shows the breakdown of the typologies chosen:

Neighborhood Typology Total Times Chosen

Urban Center 0

Mixed-Use Business Center 11

Institutional Center 1

Urban Neighborhood 7

Suburban Neighborhood 4

No Typology Chosen 0

The quadrants for the Himes Avenue station that had the greatest number of 4- and 5-star votes were the northwest and
southwest quadrants. The northwest quadrant was ranked high for its proximity to businesses and affordable housing, as
well as connections to local transit. The southwest quadrant was ranked high for these same reasons in addition to its
proximity to Midtown, the new multi-use development under construction, which will include restaurants, offices, retail,
residences, and a hotel. While the northeast and southeast quadrants were not selected as high in part to the lack of
business in the quadrants, benefits to these quadrants included walkable and bike-friendly, due to recent reconstruction
of Himes Avenue and proximity to residential. The ratings for each quadrant are as follows (yellow highlight shows most
selected quadrant, blue outline shows the preferred quadrant based on technical analysis and public comment):

Northwest Quadrant
★ 4
★★ 3
★★★ 2
★★★★ 8
★★★★★ 5
Did not answer 3

Northeast Quadrant
★ 2
★★ 8
★★★ 4
★★★★ 1
★★★★★ 4
Did not answer 4

Southwest Quadrant
★ 2
★★ 4
★★★ 3
★★★★ 2
★★★★★ 9
Did not answer 3

Southeast Quadrant
★ 2
★★ 4
★★★ 6
★★★★ 3
★★★★★ 3
Did not answer 5
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3.6 62nd Avenue North
Figure 26 shows the 62nd Avenue North station area discussed in the in-person charrettes and virtual charette survey.

Figure 26: 62nd Avenue North Station Area

In-Person Charrette
The 62nd Avenue North charrette was held Friday, March 13, 2020 at the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council. The
following outlines the discussion and results of the charrette. The 62nd Avenue North charrette had 27 total participants at
6 tables, representing:

· City of Pinellas Park
· City of St Petersburg
· Pinellas County
· Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA)
· PSTA Transit Riders Advisory Committee
· St Pete Heights
· Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council

Charrette participants discussed the best quadrant within the 1-mile station area buffer to place a neighborhood station.
The station quadrant was not clearly identified; however, the southwest quadrant was chosen most due to the walkable
street grid and potential for redevelopment. In the northwest quadrant, there is an existing transfer center, however
Sawgrass Park takes up a large portion of the land. While the northeast quadrant could generate ridership, it does not
have an appropriate parcel for a station.
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Virtual Charrette Results

The 62nd Avenue North survey had a total of 18 respondents who completed at least 50 percent of the survey. Survey
respondents were first asked which neighborhood typology was best for the station area. For the 62nd Avenue North
station, the top selections included Urban Neighborhood and Suburban Neighborhood. The following shows the
breakdown of the typologies chosen:

Neighborhood Typology Total Times Chosen

Urban Center 4

Mixed-Use Business Center 10

Institutional Center 2

Urban Neighborhood 17

Suburban Neighborhood 17

No Typology Chosen 2

For the 62nd Avenue North station, the southeast and southwest quadrants received the highest number of 4- and 5-star
votes. Both quadrants were selected due to proximity to residential and businesses, ability to access bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure, and connections to local transit. The northeast and northwest quadrants were not selected due
to low opportunity for TOD and lack of mobility and mixed uses in the quadrants. The ratings for each quadrant are as
follows (yellow highlight shows most selected quadrant, blue outline shows the preferred quadrant based on technical
analysis and public comment):

Northwest Quadrant
★ 8
★★ 15
★★★ 8
★★★★ 5
★★★★★ 2
Did not answer 14

Northeast Quadrant
★ 5
★★ 13
★★★ 6
★★★★ 2
★★★★★ 10
Did not answer 16

Southwest Quadrant
★ 4
★★ 1
★★★ 8
★★★★ 13
★★★★★ 13
Did not answer 13

Southeast Quadrant
★ 4
★★ 7
★★★ 4
★★★★ 8
★★★★★ 15
Did not answer 14
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3.7 Standard Station Elements
Each station along the route will be unique to the community it serves. However, standard elements will be installed in
each station to ensure consistency in the environment and level of service provided to the riders. The Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) requires specific features and elements for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) projects that include:

Level-Boarding Platforms allow easy
boarding and shorter dwell times in
stations (amount of time bus spends

at station loading and unloading
passengers)

ADA Accessibility allows all users to
ride without obstacle

Bench/Seating/Leaning Rails provide a
space for passengers to wait
comfortably for the next bus

Off-Board Fare/Ticketing allows for
riders to purchase tickets before

boarding the bus, in turn allowing for
shorter dwell times

Lighting and Security provides a safe
and comfortable environment for

riders at the stations

Consistent Branding gives a sense of
familiarity for existing riders and

prospective riders

Weather Protection/Canopies provide
shelter from weather while riders are

waiting for the next bus
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The remaining elements and features were discussed with the community through the in-person charrettes and the
online survey. At the charrettes, each table worked together to decide the amenities that should be included in their ideal
station. The information gathered from that exercise was combined with the survey results and discussed among the
project team, TBARTA staff, and the Executive Team to develop a list of standard station elements to be included in each
RRT station, above and beyond the required elements listed above. The system-wide standard station elements will be
used during Step Three to develop prototype stations and preliminary design concepts are provided in Table 3. For more
detailed information regarding the charrettes and virtual survey, refer to Appendix A.

Table 4: System-wide Station Amenities

Station Category Amenity or Feature

Platform · Level-boarding platforms and ADA accessibility
· Off-board fare collection/ticketing machines

Platform Canopy or Enclosure
· Canopy with windscreen (covering the entire platform) or enclosure (partial

enclosure preferred)
· Solar panels

Consistent Branding

· Signature architecture with premium materials (totem/iconic mast)
· Real-time passenger information and wayfinding
· Space for public art
· Robust landscaping (using native species plants)

Technology, Lighting, Security

· WiFi
· CCTV/security cameras
· Emergency call boxes
· Public announcement system

Drop-off/Pick-up Area · Space for taxis, rideshare, etc.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements
· Bicycle and pedestrian access (sidewalks, bike lanes, etc.) immediately

adjacent to station
· Bicycle racks and bike lockers

Restrooms · At intermodal centers and end-of-line stations, or to serve drivers

Because each station area is unique and the community it serves and riders’ needs will vary along the route, additional
station investment will be made where appropriate. Each station will be designed to reflect the neighborhood desires,
context of the community, and urban design. Table 4 provides the details regarding the possible additional investments.

Table 5: Additional/Optional Station Amenities

Station Category Description

Parking

Choice of:
· No parking
· Small parking lot (10 spaces)
· Medium parking lot (30-50

spaces)

· Large parking lot (100 spaces)
· Large park-and-ride lot (250 spaces)
· Small parking garage (50 spaces)
· Large parking garage (100 spaces)

Public Art Public art installations at each station in cooperation with the neighborhood

Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements Pedestrian and bicycle access improvements one or more blocks from station

Scooter and Bike Share Scooter and bike rental facilities at station
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4.0 Recommendation and Next Steps
Following the Milestone 2 analysis, the five alternatives and the No Build Alternative were each considered to carry
forward into Milestone 3 for further refinement and analysis. Based on the results of the analysis and coordination with
the Executive Team and Stakeholder Working Groups, the alternatives recommended to move forward include:

· No Build Alternative. Due to the reliance on TBNext for a successful and cost-effective project, the No Build
Alternative includes all improvements made to the corridor as part of the TBNext improvements, but without
investment in station areas. The runningway does not include dedicated transit lanes but does accommodate bus-on-
shoulder operations.

· Alternative 1 (TSMO). The TSMO Alternative considers the No Build Alternative (all improvements made to the
corridor as part of the TBNext improvements) as the base but includes investment in the stations along the route to
evaluate a low-cost alternative for comparison purposes.

· Alternative 3. This alternative includes the runningway characteristics as defined by the RTFP, which fundamentally
includes operations in dedicated lanes from the SR 54 interchange in Wesley Chapel to downtown Tampa, leaving the
interstate to connect into downtown Tampa, dedicated lanes from downtown Tampa to Westshore, operations in the
express lanes across the Howard Frankland Bridge, mixed traffic to access the Greater Gateway area, and dedicated
lanes from the Greater Gateway area to downtown St. Petersburg. In downtown St. Petersburg, the service would use
the SunRunner (fka Central Avenue BRT) BAT lanes.

· Alternative 5. This alternative assumes dedicated Freeway BRT lanes along nearly the entire alignment, with exception
of downtown Tampa and the Greater Gateway area.

4.1 TBARTA Board Action
The RRT Team provided three summary presentations to the TBARTA Board to discuss and ultimately take an action on
Milestone Two. The first presentation was in April 2020 and summarized the analysis comparing the five Build Alternatives
and reported on the input received during public outreach. Comments from the Board focused mostly on parking needs
and access to stations. This presentation was given for discussion purposes only; no Board action was taken.

The May Board presentation focused on the preliminary cost estimates for the five Build alternatives. Comments from the
Board focused mostly on comparing the RRT to express bus service, and how costs may impact each county, parking, and
station access. This presentation was given for discussion purposes only; no Board action was taken.

In June 2020, the presentation covered the final results of the analysis conducted for Milestone Two , including travel
time savings, ridership, benefits (annual reduction in vehicle miles traveled, reductions in greenhouse gases), capital costs
for each alternative (transit alignment, stations, transit fleet, maintenance, etc.) and project phasing and funding. The RRT
Team recommended to move forward with the following Build Alternatives:

· Alternative 1: Baseline Transportation System Management (TSM) with Express Bus service along the entire corridor
with no investment in interstate alignment and minimal investment at stations

· Alternative 3: Mid-level investment with 77% dedicated freeway BRT lanes
· Alternative 5: High-level investment with 87% dedicated freeway BRT lanes

A motion to approve was made by Commissioner Long, Seconded by Cliff Manuel, Jr, with voting as follows:

· Yea: Jim Holton, Cliff Manuel, Jr, Commissioner Long, Mayor Kriseman, Commissioner Starkey, Commissioner Mitten,
Commissioner Seel Voting

· Nay: Commissioner Kemp
· Motion passed: 7-1

As this project moves to the next milestone, the project team will begin the preliminary environmental review and
complete 30 percent design of the runningway and stations. At the conclusion of Milestone Three, the TBARTA Board will
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identify a Draft Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) which outlines the preferred alignment and station locations on which
to complete further analysis. Once the Draft LPA is defined, the project will begin the more robust environmental review
needed to satisfy the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements. The FTA will provide a Class of Action to the
project team which defines the level of environmental review (Categorical Exclusion, Environmental Assessment, or
Environmental Impact Statement) that must be conducted while in the CIG program. The environmental review will
include the station locations and preferred parcels, as well as the runningway. The environmental analysis conducted as
part of TBNext will be used to cover the interstate. However, the portions of the runningway between the interstate right
of way and the stations will be reviewed for potential effects during this effort.
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